
LAIBACH 

Laibach is a cross-media pop-art formation, founded in 1980 in the industrial mining town 
Trbovlje, in Slovenia (then still Yugoslavia).  The name Laibach (German for the capital city 
Ljubljana) as well as the group’s militant self-stylisation, propagandist manifestos and 
statements has raised numerous debates on their artistic and political positioning. Many 
theorists, among them Slavoj Žižek repeatedly, have discussed the Laibach-phenomenon. 

The main elements of Laibach’s varied practices are: strong references to the history of avant-
garde, nazi-kunst and socialist realism, de-individualisation in their public actions as 
anonymous quartet, conceptual proclamations, and forceful sonic stage performances - mostly
labelled as industrial pop music, but their artistic strategy also carries a lot of humour and 
tactics of persiflage and disinformation.  Self-defined ‘engineers of human souls’ are 
practicing collective work (official member names are Eber, Saliger, Dachauer and Keller), 
dismantling individual authorship and establishing the principle of hyper-identification. 
Already within their early Laibach Kunst exhibitions they created and defined the term ‚retro-
avant-garde’ (in 1983), creatively questioned artistic ‚quotation’, appropriation, copyright, and
promoting copy-left. Starting out as both an art and music group, Laibach became 
internationally renowned, especially with their violating re-interpretations of hits by Queen, 
the Stones, the Beatles, but also by their unique and daring concerts during the war in 
occupied Sarajevo (1995) or their recent one in North Korean capital of Pyongyang (2015). 
But what many do not know, however, is that Laibach in fact began its career as a visual art 
group. Images that most people know from the paintings of the NSK Irwin group – the cross, 
the coffee cup, the deer, the metal worker and the Red Districts – were originally Laibach 
motifs. Laibach brought an alternative post-modern form of creativity into Slovene art already
at the beginning of the 80’. The group drew connections between New Image painting, the do-
it-yourself art of punk bands and the post-conceptual practices that were being promoted in 
the Belgrade and Zagreb art scenes. Laibach also successfully “welded together” various 
media – music, video, film and performance, “high” and “low” culture, pop culture, politics 
and art. 

Due to official political ban on Laibach in Slovenia/Yugoslavia in 1983 (lasted till 1987) the 
group initiated the founding of a wider collective of NSK (Neue Slowenische Kunst) in 1984 
and its graphic department Novi Kolektivizem (New Collectivism), extending Laibach tactics 
and aesthetic into a wider and diverse media practice. This led to the establishment of a strong
platform for cultural activity within the climate of liberalisation and pluralisation in 80ies 
Yugoslavia. NSK existed as a collective movement till 1992, when it modified itself into a 
virtual State in Time.

After the break-up of Yugoslavia Laibach continued mostly within the realm of popular 
music, while remaining a point of reference in terms of artistic cultural criticism. During 
recent years the group underwent an international re-evaluation of their artistic practice in the 
course of an emergence of post-structuralist views on worldwide conceptual art production 
and has thus performed a special extended and sold out show on April 14th 2012 in London’s 
Tate Modern - Turbine Hall. Extensive Laibach Kunst retrospective exhibitions were shown 
between 2009 - 2014 in Łódź (Muzeum Sztuki), Ljubljana (MGLC - Graphic Centre), 
Trbovlje (Delavski Dom), Maribor (UGM), Zagreb (HDLU), Velenje (Coal Mining Museum) 
and Labin (Industrial Art Biennial, Lamparna). Laibach has also been the subject of a large 
retrospective exhibition on NSK, originally presented by Moderna Gallery Ljubljana in 2015 
and 2016. This exhibition already travelled to Van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven, it is currently 
held in Moscow’s Garage Museum of Contemporary Art, and will next year open in Reina 
Sofía in Madrid.   


